Best Practices for Using Bible
in 90 Days Plus in Your Church
Bible in 90 Days Plus (B90+) Program Overview
What

Bible in 90 Days Plus (B90+) is specifically designed to motivate,
encourage and assist individuals and small groups to read through
the entire Bible from cover-to-cover in just 90 days. Building upon
the highly successful Bible in 90 Days (B90) program, it provides a
daily, brief Biblical commentary, supplemented by short summary
videos and audio voice-overs.

Why

While the value of daily Bible reading is almost universally
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recognized, few Christians actually do so—even fewer have read
the whole Bible. B90+’s simple, innovative, and proven approach
to reading God’s Word will help you be successful in reading
through the entire Bible, and glean essential insights along the way.
Engaging in this program as a church can build community, foster
spiritual growth, and bring in new members.
Who

B90+ is appropriate for believers and non-believers alike. Everyone
who makes the commitment to read around 12 pages a day will
greatly benefit from the experience. It is life changing! Those who
find this pace too challenging have the option of reading just 12
minutes a day by focusing on a selected overview chapter from the
larger reading. Truly anyone can do this!

Where

Since B90+ is delivered electronically and available on desktops,
laptops, tablets, and mobile phones, it can be accessed virtually
everywhere. The daily Bible readings can be done on either printed
or electronic Bibles, on a specific device or online. B90+ is designed
to be used anywhere!

How

Individual participants simply subscribe to B90+ online. While there,
check out the two examples of the daily commentaries. There is a
modest fee of $19.90 to subscribe to B90+ which provides future
access to the program as well. Subscribe to B90+
A nation-wide roll-out of B90+ is scheduled for September 12, 2021.
By having a large group do this together, the SA staff can provide
weekly interactive teaching sessions for participants. However,
you can choose your own start date anytime, even today. Now
is the perfect time to get on-board and sign-up to participate as
individuals, in small groups, or as whole church congregations.
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B90 and B90+ Program Integration
B90+ is a perfect companion for those already using the traditional B90 Bible,
guides, videos, and other resources provided for an excellent small group
experience. B90+ can also be used as a stand-alone product to coach you
through your read through the Bible:
1.

Basic B90+. As with B90, individuals can subscribe to B90+ at Scripture
Awakening and receive the materials to their e-mail address. Participating
churches help to publicize the campaign and provide encouragement
along the way.

2. Basic B90+ with reading Bible. A B90 softcover NIV Bible is available for
purchase at Scripture Awakening. This Bible has the start and ending pages
for each day’s readings clearly identified. Those who use this Bible enjoy a
much higher success rate in completing all the readings. B90 NIV Bible
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3. Fully Integrated B90+ and B90. B90+ and B90 are completely
complementary programs. B90 is designed to be used by small groups
who complete the daily Bible readings and then meet weekly to watch a
summary video (about 20 minutes in length) taught by skilled Bible teachers.
Course materials include leader and participant guides, and DVD videos
Those who use the full B90 program will find the B90+ daily emails to be a
wonderful overlay and encouragement as they read. B90 Bundle

Suggestions for Launching B90+ (and/or B90)
Churchwide
1.

Chose a contact person from your church and inform Scripture
Awakening’s resource consultant, who is available to provide support.

2. Pick the date you wish to launch a group, a broader Christian Education
program, or the entire church in a read of the Bible in 90 Days. You can
start on any date, but if you are targeting the Fall, consider starting on
September 21, 2021, when we will initiate a national launch focus with
some enhancements. Or bring a team of leaders through the B90+
overview mode now, (just 12 minutes a day), preparing them to lead small
groups as the whole church engages in a read of the Bible this fall, or in
early 2022.
3. Advertise in advance to maximize involvement. Free resources to assist
you with advertising, programing, including a reading schedule, and more,
can be found here.
4. Appoint a team leader for your church, and if you plan to have more than
one group, assign a team leader to each group. This will help to ensure
good success in your B90+ program. The role of the team leader can be
found on the next page. Be sure to send us the contact information for that
leader so that we can keep him or her informed of the latest developments.
5. Consider offering B90+ on a semi-regular basis for those in the church
who wish to repeat and for new members.
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B90 Team Leader Role
complete the B90+ program while reading through the Bible in 90 days.”
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1.

are ministries
of Scripture
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“Encourage and support a small group of individuals to faithfully

Form the Team
a. Publicize/advertise the campaign
b. Encourage potential team members to sign-up (initial goal is 3, stretch
goal is 10)
c.

Establish communications means (text, email, facebook, etc.)

d. Answer questions and establish expectations (45 to 60 minute
commitment each day)
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e. Assist with obtaining resources
i. Reading schedule
ii. Soft-cover Bible (NIV) (from B90 program)
iii. Weekly videos (from B90 program)
iv. Written and audio Bible versions (from BibleGateway)
v. Essential Bible Companion (supplement to B90 program)
2. Lead the Team
a. Encourage members to do their daily readings (stay on schedule)
b. Monitor individual progress, as appropriate
c.

Build group identity (“we” can do this!)

d. Answer appropriate questions/direct to other resources
e. Help resolve difficulties (not receiving e-mails, links don’t work, etc.)
3. Finish as a Team
a. Recognize and reward program completion (certificate)
b. Have members complete end-of-program survey
c.

Encourage members to submit individual testimony to Scripture
Awakening (how B90+ impacted them)

d. Help each member identify their “next step” to continue their journey.
e. Provide leader feedback to Scripture Awakening
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